symptoms, psychiatric symptoms, dementia, medication use, circadian rhythm sleep disorders, and comorbidities involving sleep apnea syndrome (SAS), restless legs syndrome (RLS), and rapid eye movement sleep behavior disorder (RBD). Table 1 shows the various causes of sleep problems in PD; when patients complain of or are likely to suffer from sleep problems such as difficulty initiating or maintaining sleep, early awakening, or daytime sleepiness, all of the possibilities should be considered in clinical practice, but they are often underestimated. In this chapter, we review the current understanding of sleep problems in PD and the methods used to evaluate these problems, focusing on the PD sleep scale (PDSS) and PDSS-2.
and slow-wave sleep and an increased amount of time spent awake were found in PD patients whose usual dopaminergic treatments were discontinued after noon and that the administration of levodopa had no impact on any of these PSG parameters. In a study evaluating sleep status in de novo patients with PD, the sleep continuity, sleep architecture, and periodic limb movements index were similar between patients and controls, but an increased alpha activity in REM sleep was observed in de novo PD patients [16] . In another case control study including 15 de novo PD patients and 15 controls, compared with controls, the total sleep time and sleep efficiency in the de novo PD group decreased, the stage 1 sleep and the time spent awake increased, and REM sleep was reduced. A higher percentage of REM sleep without atonia in
PD-related pathological changes
Impairment of the sleep-wake cycle, circadian rhythm sleep disorder, sundown syndrome Impairment of sleep architecture (REM and non-REM sleep) Impairment of the arousal system (orexin, serotonin, noradrenaline, acetylcholine)
Nocturnal motor symptoms
Wearing-off phenomenon, rigidity, akinesia, tremor, medication-related dyskinesia, dystonia
Nocturnal non-motor symptoms
Neuropsychiatric symptoms (depression, psychosis, cognitive impairment) Sensory symptoms (pain, dysesthesia, restlessness of the arms or legs)
Hallucinations, nightmares and vivid dreams, nocturia
Medication use

Dopaminergic drugs, anti-psychotics
Comorbid primary sleep disorders
Sleep apnea syndrome
REM sleep behavior disorder
Restless legs syndrome, periodic limb movement disorder Table 2 . Impaired sleep architecture in PD [9] .
patients compared with controls was observed, whereas only one patient clinically manifested RBD [22] . Because RBD precedes the onset of PD and can manifest during the early phase of PD, abnormalities in REM sleep in the early phase of PD are supported by PSG findings.
Multiple sleep latency test
The multiple sleep latency test (MSLT) records the initial sleep latency of four or five sequential naps to evaluate objective daytime sleepiness. In 54 levodopa-treated PD patients who were referred for sleepiness, pathological sleepiness (mean SL < 5 min) was observed in 50% of the 54 patients [14] , and a narcolepsy-like phenotype (2≥ sleep-onset REM periods) was found in 39% of the patients. Additionally, Rye et al [23] found that although the mean SL was similar between patients with PD and controls, abnormal sleepiness (mean SL≤5 min) was common (40 of 134 nap opportunities), and sleep-onset REM periods were also observed (13 of 134 nap opportunities) in PD patients. In contrast, Yong et al [13] reported that mean SL did not differ between PD and controls. No differences in mean SL between the levodopa-alone group and the levodopa and dopamine agonist group were reported [20] . In untreated PD patients, the mean SL on MSLT was not different compared with controls (11.7±4 vs. 12.5±2 min) [22] . The mean SL was in the pathological range (<8 min) in three PD patients and in none of the controls, and one patient with PD had a single sleep onset REM on MSLT. This observation suggests that some but not all patients exhibit pathological daytime sleepiness as measured by MSLT, irrespective of the quality and amount of nighttime sleep. However, one should note that sleepiness measured by MSLT does not always reflect subjective sleepiness.
Questionnaire-based assessment
Parkinson's disease sleep scale
To comprehensively and clinically address PD's common, disease-specific sleep problems, Chaudhuri et al [24] have developed the Parkinson's disease sleep scale (PDSS), a visual analogue scale, including 15 PD-related nocturnal symptoms for assessing nocturnal disability in PD. The subitems of the PDSS address the follows: item 1, overall quality of the night's sleep; items 2/3, sleep onset and maintenance insomnia; items 4/5, nocturnal restlessness; items 6/7, nocturnal psychosis; items 8/9, nocturia; items 10-13, nocturnal motor symptoms; item 14, sleep refreshment; and item 15, daytime dozing. This scale measures the patient's subjective evaluation of sleep and does not address the frequency of sleep problems. Scores for a given individual item range from 0 to 10; 10 represents the best and 0 represents the worst score. The maximum total score for PDSS is 150 (patient is free of symptoms associated with sleep disorders).
In the original study [24] , PD patients showed a significantly impaired (lower) total PDSS score compared with controls (101.1±21.7 vs. 120.7±21.0), and advanced PD patients (Hoehn and Yahr (HY) stage 4-5) had a lower total PDSS score than early/moderate PD patients (HY stage 1-3) and controls. This scale is now regarded as a recommended and reliable scale for screening and assessing sleep disturbance in PD [25] . The PDSS has been validated and used extensively in a number of countries, with a high reliability [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . Our multicenter study also showed an impaired total PDSS score in patients with PD compared with controls (112.8±25.4 vs. 126.6±17.8) and revealed more severe nocturnal disturbances measured by PDSS in advancedstage PD patients (HY stage 4) compared with those with early/moderate stages (HY stage 1-3) (Figure 1 ). With regard to the subitems in PDSS, compared with controls, almost all the subitems were significantly impaired in PD patients except for item 2 (sleep onset insomnia), item 11 (painful muscle cramp), and item 14 (refreshment after sleep), and both groups had the most severe ratings in item 3 (sleep maintenance insomnia) and item 8 (nocturia) ( Figure  2 ). Patients with HY 4 had significantly worse scores on item 1 (quality of sleep), item 3 (sleep maintenance insomnia), item 6 (distressing dream), item 11 (painful muscle cramps), and item 15 (daytime dozing) than those with HY 1-3 ( Figure 3 ). In addition, sleep disturbances as measured by the total PDSS score were associated with a longer disease duration, depressive symptoms, and complications in the dopaminergic treatment (dyskinesia and wearing off) [29] . When dividing the PD patients into patients with and without depressive symptoms, we found that patients with depressive symptoms (Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale, SDS score ≥ 40) had significantly impaired scores in almost all PDSS items except item 2 (difficulty in initiating sleep) and item 11 (painful muscle cramps) compared with patients without depressive symptoms and controls [31] . The lack of significant differences between controls and nondepressed patients in PDSS subitems suggests that depressive symptoms play an important role in nocturnal disturbances in PD (Figure 4) . From a detailed evaluation of nocturnal symptoms, it was determined that early morning tremor (item 13) and nocturnal dystonia (item 12) were closely associated with depressive symptoms.
In contrast, untreated PD patients can manifest various nocturnal symptoms as assessed by PDSS, such as nocturia, nighttime cramps, dystonia, and tremor [32] , emphasizing that nocturnal disturbances should be recognized and managed early even in the early stage of PD. PD patients had a lower score on almost all PDSS scores compared with controls except for items 2 (sleep onset insomnia), 11 (painful muscle cramps), and 14 (tired and sleepy after waking). * p<0.05, ** p<0.01. One-way ANOVA followed by a Bonferroni test. Compared with patients with HY stages 1-3, PDSS subitems in patients with HY stage 4 were lower for difficulty staying asleep (item 3), nightmares (item 6), painful muscle cramps (item 11), and daytime sleepiness (item 15). Significant differences in PDSS subitems, except items 2 (sleep onset insomnia) and 11 (painful muscle cramps), are observed among depressed patients, nondepressed patients, and controls. 
Parkinson's disease sleep scale-2
Trenkwalder et al have recently published the PDSS-2, a revised version of the PDSS, to address the frequency of nocturnal symptoms observed in PD patients [33] . A visual analog scale used in the original version of PDSS was transformed into a frequency measure in the PDSS-2. A question regarding daytime sleepiness (item 15 in PDSS) was removed because it reflects complex regulation in PD, and a screening question for SAS was added instead. The PDSS-2 consists of 15 questions about various sleep and nocturnal disturbances rated by the patients using one of five categories, from 0 (never) to 4 (very frequent). Unlike the PDSS, in which a lower score represents worse conditions in sleep, the PDSS-2 total score ranges from 0 (no disturbance) to 60 (maximum nocturnal disturbance) ( Figure 5 ). The study showed satisfactory internal consistency, stability, construct validity, and precision for the PDSS-2 [33] . Nocturnal problems assessed by the PDSS-2 total score were correlated with impaired quality of life and motor impairment. The factor analysis of PDSS resulted in three domain scales: 1) motor problems at night; 2) PD symptoms at night, representing disease-specific symptoms; and 3) disturbed sleep, representing sleep-specific disturbances (Table 3) . We have performed a validation study and confirmed the usefulness of the Japanese version of the PDSS-2 [34] . PD patients had significantly impaired scores for the PDSS-2 total score compared with control subjects (15.0±9.7 vs. 9.1±6.6, p<0.001) ( Figure 6 ). Significant differences were found between PD patients and controls in three PDSS-2 domain scores and subscores ( Figure 7 ). The PDSS-2 total score was correlated with the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI), Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS), Beck Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II), Parkinson Fatigue Scale (PFS), Parkinson's Disease Questionnaire (PDQ-39) summary index, all of the PDQ-39 domains, and the Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale part III (motor function). The PDSS-2 is simple and easy to use at the outpatient clinic or bedside and is suitable for assessing not only the current status on sleep but also evaluating treatment response [35] . For further improvement in the PDSS-2, subitems for the screening for RLS (items 4 and 5) and RBD (item 6) may not be sufficient to differentiate those conditions from RLS mimics, psychosis, and delirium. Adding a subjective evaluation of severity for each item may be useful.
Total score ranges from 0 (no disturbance) to 60 (maximum nocturnal disturbance). Get up to pass urine 8
Motor symptoms at night
Restlessness of arms or legs 4
Urge to move arms or legs 5
Distressing dreams 6
Painful posturing in morning 12
Tremor on waking 13
PD symptoms at night
Distressing hallucinations 7
Uncomfortable and immobile 9
Pain in arms or legs 10
Muscle cramps in arms or legs 11
Breathing problems/snoring 15 
Nocturnal problems in PD
The significant impact of nocturnal problems in PD patients has been emphasized by the study by Lees et al [4] , which found that among 220 patients with PD, 215 (98%) reported sleep problems, and 29% took hypnotics or sedatives, but only 6% took any anti-parkinsonian drug during the night (Table 4 ). In the study using continuous activity monitoring, compared with the healthy elderly subjects, patients with PD showed an elevated nocturnal activity level and an increased proportion of time with movement [36] . Nocturnal motor symptoms such as worsened rigidity, tremor, dystonia, and akinesia can lead to nocturnal awakening and sleep maintenance insomnia, a common form of insomnia in PD [4, 7, 24, 29, 37] . Sleep-onset insomnia does not seem to account for the majority of insomnia cases in PD when compared with age-matched controls. In a community-based sleep study by Tandberg et al, sleep-onset insomnia, sleep-maintenance insomnia, and early awakening were observed in 31.8%, 38.9%, and 23.4% of PD patients compared with 22%, 12%, and 11% of healthy controls, respectively [7] . The frequency of sleep onset insomnia did not significantly differ between the groups. Selfreported sleep problems occurred significantly more often in patients with PD (60%) than in healthy controls (33%) and patients with diabetes mellitus (45%). Our cross-sectional studies have also found sleep-maintenance insomnia, but not sleep-onset insomnia, to be significantly more prevalent in patients with PD than in controls [29, 34] . Sleep disturbances correlate with motor impairment in PD patients [6] . However, even in untreated patients with PD, in addition to the changes in sleep architecture, motor symptoms may predominately occur at night rather than during the day [32] . Therefore, nocturnal motor symptoms can interfere with sleep and are not always parallel with daytime motor symptoms, which is supported by several studies showing a weak or nonexistent correlation between sleep disturbances and daytime motor symptoms (UPDRS motor score) [7, 38] and no correlation between nocturnal motor symptoms obtained by PDSS-2 and UPDRS motor scores [33] . In patients with an early to moderate stage of PD, a substantial number of patients may suffer from nocturnal problems; however, this may be missed in clinical practice unless physicians screen for it.
An international cross-sectional study comprising 242 patients with PD (HY 2 (n=121) being most frequent) revealed that a significant number of sleep-related symptoms were undeclared by patients before the administration of the non-motor questionnaire: nocturia, 43.9%; daytime sleepiness, 52.4%; insomnia, 43.9%; vivid dreams, 52.4%; acting out during dreams, 44.1%; and restless legs, 36.4% [39] . Patients in the advanced stages of the disease have motor dysfunction throughout the day; therefore, its impact on the nighttime period should always be considered.
Symptoms Experienced by (%) Most troublesome (%)
Need to visit lavatory 79 29 Inability to turn over in bed 65 39 Painful leg cramps 55 15 Vivid dreams / nightmares 48 9 Inability to get out of bed unaided 35 15 Limb or facial dystonia 34 10 Back pain 34 9 Jerks of legs 33 5 Visual hallucinations 16 3
None 4 Although nocturia is associated with normal aging, 80% of PD patients show two or more episodes of nocturia per night resulting from overflow incontinence and a spastic bladder [4] .Urinary bladder-related symptoms, such as frequency, urgency, and urge incontinence, are common in PD, resulting in frequent nocturnal awakenings. In animal studies, the stimulation of D1 receptors inhibits the micturition reflex, whereas the stimulation of D2 receptors facilitates the micturition reflex. D2 depletion of dopaminergic neurons induces an overactive bladder, and D1 receptor agonists produce a dose-dependent inhibition of the micturition reflex [40] . For the treatment of nocturia, first, a urologic examination is recommended to rule out underlying urologic diseases. Switching from bromocriptine to pergolide improved nocturia, thereby improving sleep status in patients with PD [41] . Anticholinergic drugs, such as oxybutynin and tolterodine, are commonly used for detrusor hyperreflexia. Subthalamic deep brain stimulation improved detrusor hyperreflexia [42] . When nocturia is related to wearing-off symptoms, adding a long-acting dopamine agonist before bedtime should be considered.
Pain has been reported in approximately 60% of PD patients [43] in association with sleep disturbances and depressive symptoms [44, 45] , in addition to tremor, rigidity, akinesia, dystonia, and akathisia. Pain is classified into the following categories: musculoskeletal pain, radicular or neuropathic pain, dystonia-related pain, akathitic discomfort, and primary central parkinsonian pain [46] . Nocturnal pain is related to nocturnal awakening. To evaluate whether pain is related to wearing off is important because it can worsen during wearing-off periods. Primary central parkinsonian, akathitic, and dystonia-related pain may respond to dopaminergic treatment.
Increased severity in nocturnal motor symptoms such as rigidity, bradykinesia, and resting tremor may benefit from increasing the bedtime dose of dopaminergic treatment. A doubleblinded, placebo-controlled trial demonstrated the efficacy of 24-h rotigotine on daytime motor function (UPDRS part III) and nocturnal disabilities, as evaluated by the PDSS-2 [35] . Subcutaneous overnight apomorphine infusion markedly reduced nocturnal awakenings, nocturnal off periods, pain, dystonia, and nocturia [47] . High-frequency subthalamic nucleus stimulation in 10 PD patients with insomnia reduced nighttime akinesia by 60% and completely suppressed axial and early-morning dystonia [48] . Furthermore, a 24-week, double-blind study showed that once-daily ropinirole prolonged release improved nocturnal symptoms (as assessed by PDSS) in patients with advanced PD who were not optimally controlled with levodopa and suffered troublesome nocturnal disturbances [49] . In contrast, some studies indicate that dopaminergic drugs can have alerting effects, possibly interfering with sleep continuity in patients with PD [14, 36, 50] .
Hallucinations and psychosis affect 30 to 45% of PD patients who have been treated with levodopa for a long period [51] . Among a wide spectrum of hallucinations, visual hallucinations are commonly observed. Sleep disturbances, daily levodopa doses, older age, depression, and cognitive impairment are associated with an increased risk for hallucinations in PD patients [52, 53] . In contrast to nocturnal motor symptoms, nocturnal psychiatric symptoms including hallucination and psychosis can be effectively treated by reducing the bedtime dose of dopaminergic treatment or adding antipsychotics.
The prevalence of depression in PD patients varies, ranging from 2.7% to 89% [54] . Depression is associated with sleep disturbances and impaired quality of life in patients with PD [55, 56] . Nortripryline, desipramine, and selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (venlafaxine and paroxetine) are more effective than placebo in treating depression in PD [57] . Additionally, it should be noted that depressive symptoms worsen during wearing-off periods and also contribute to worsened motor symptoms [58] . In this regard, antiparkinsonian drugs show beneficial effects not only on motor symptoms but also on a patient's mood. Pramipexole improved depressive symptoms in patients with PD mainly through a direct antidepressant effect rather than through improved motor symptoms [59] .
Untreated nocturnal disturbances contribute not only to sleep fragmentation but also to daytime sleepiness and thus daytime motor dysfunction. The primary sleep disorders include RBD, RLS, and SAS, all of which should be properly managed because of their clinical significance in disease. RBD is a REM parasomnia characterized by loss of muscle atonia during REM sleep and complex motor behavior in association with dream content [60] . Table 5 summarizes the management of sleep problems in PD. 
Excessive daytime sleepiness and sudden-onset sleep episodes
Excessive daytime sleepiness (EDS) occurs in approximately 15%-50% of PD patients [61] [62] [63] . A high Epworth sleepiness scale (ESS) score, male gender status, longer disease duration, and high disease severity and dopaminergic medication have been associated with EDS [61, 62, 64] . Multifactorial nocturnal problems (Table 1) are the causes of sleep disturbances in PD and also lead to EDS, reflecting poor sleep quality and duration. In addition to nocturnal problems, PD-related pathological changes play a role in sleepiness: an impaired arousal system has been suggested in PD (Table 6 ; Figure 8) . A subset of patients with PD exhibit EDS and a sudden onset of sleep episodes with a short sleep latency and a short sleep-onset REM period, independent of the nighttime sleep conditions. This finding suggests a narcolepsy phenotype in PD patients. Narcolepsy is a sleep disorder characterized by severe daytime sleepiness, cataplexy, hypnagogic hallucination, and sleep paralysis caused by loss of orexin neurons. However, cataplexy is lacking in patients with PD [65] , and orexin levels in the cerebrospinal fluid in PD patients with EDS remains controversial [66] [67] [68] . Decreased orexin levels in the hypothalamus and a loss of orexin neurons have been observed in PD patients in correlation with clinical disease progression; however, no description was provided for EDS [69, 70] .
Dopaminergic medication, i.e., taking dopamine agonists or levodopa, is associated with increased daytime sleepiness in patients with PD [61, 62, 64, 71, 72] . Although a higher levodopa equivalent dose is correlated with increased daytime sleepiness in PD [62, 64, 71] , the association between the specific type of dopamine agonist and EDS is unclear [61, 62, 72, 73] (Figure 9 ). Untreated PD patients do not seem to have EDS compared with controls [22, 74] . However, the study consisting of 3078 men aged 71 to 93 years showed that there was more than a threefold excess (odds ratio 3.3) in the risk of PD in men with EDS versus men without EDS [75] . In a prospective study, of the 232 patients included at baseline, 138 were available for reevaluation after 4 years, and 89 patients were available after 8 years. The EDS frequency increased from 5.6% at the baseline to 22.5% at the 4-year follow up and 40.8% at the 8-year follow up. EDS was related to age, gender, and use of dopamine agonists in the logistic regression model, whereas in patients never having used dopamine agonists, hypersomnia was associated with the HY stage only, suggesting that age-and disease-related disturbances of the sleep-wake regulation contribute to hypersomnia in PD and that treatment with dopamine agonists also contribute to EDS [76] . Regarding the interaction between dopamine and sleep [77] , the D1 receptor agonist promotes wakefulness and decreases slowwave sleep and REM sleep. In contrast, the D2 receptor agonist has a biphasic action: a lower dose reduces wakefulness and increases slow-wave sleep and REM sleep via the pre-synaptic auto D2 receptor, whereas a higher dose stimulates wakefulness via the post-synaptic D2 receptor. D3 receptor stimulation increases slow-wave sleep and promotes sleep. This result for D2 receptor stimulation differs from that observed in patients with PD: a higher dose of dopaminergic drugs is associated with EDS. Bliwise et al reported that increasing dosages of dopamine agonists were associated with less daytime alertness, whereas higher levels of levodopa were associated with higher levels of alertness [78] .
Sudden-onset sleep episodes while driving have been reported in 3.8%-22.8% of PD patients and are associated with a high score on the ESS [61, 64, 73] , although sleepiness is sometimes unrecognized by patients. However, similar to the findings by Tan et al, which showed that ESS scores ≥10 had a 71.4% sensitivity and 88.4% specificity for predicting a sleep attack [64] , our study showed that an ESS score of ≥10 had a 75% sensitivity and 82.4% specificity for predicting sleep episodes [62] . This evidence suggests that PDS patients with EDS have a significant increased risk for sudden-onset sleep episodes.
Nucleus Main neurotransmitter Neuronal loss in Parkinsonian brain (%)
Locus coeruleus Noradrenaline 40-50
Median raphe Serotonin 20-40
Ventral periaqueductal gray matter Dopamine 9
Pedunculopontine nucleus Acetylcholine 57
Tuberomammillary nucleus Histamine Unchanged enzymatic activity
Lateral hypothalamus Orexin (hypocretin) 23-62
Basal forebrain Acetylcholine 32-93 Table 6 . Neuronal loss in arousal systems in the brains of patients with PD (adapted from [79] ).
5-HT, 5-hydroxytryptamine (serotonin);ACh, acetylcholine; BF, basal forebrain; DA, dopamine; GABA, γ-aminobutyric acid; His, histamine; LC, locus ceruleus; LH, lateral hypothalamus; NE, norepinephrine; ORX, orexin; Raphe, median raphe nucleus; TMN, tuberomamillary nucleus; vPAG, ventral periaqueductal gray matter. 
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The ESS score is significantly higher in the group with multiple dopamine agonists plus levodopa/DCI; however, no differences in EDS among different types of dopamine agonist groups are shown. 
Primary sleep disorders
Rapid eye movement sleep behavior disorder
REM sleep behavior disorder (RBD) is characterized by a loss of muscle atonia during REM sleep, resulting in dream-enacting behavior, leading to injury to the individual or bed partner [81] . The important implication is that idiopathic RBD patients are found to be at high risk of later developing neurodegenerative diseases in the synucleinopathies, such as PD, multiple system atrophy, and dementia with Lewy bodies [82] . Schenck and colleagues first reported that 3.7 ± 1.4 years after an initial diagnosis of idiopathic RBD, 38% of patients developed a parkinsonian syndrome [83] . In a prospective study of idiopathic RBD patients, the estimated 5-year risk of neurodegenerative disease was 17.7%, the 10-year risk was 40.6%, and the 12-year risk was 52.4% [84] . A recent clinicopathological study of 172 cases of RBD with or without coexisting neurological diseases revealed that among the neurodegenerative disorders associated with RBD (n=170), 160 (94%) were synucleinopathies [85] . The association between RBD and synucleinopathy was particularly high when RBD preceded the onset of other neurodegenerative syndrome features. Before the onset of motor symptoms, idiopathic RBD subjects already possess characteristics, such as olfactory impairment, impaired color vision, autonomic dysfunction, mild cognitive impairment, a decreased uptake of cardiac (123) Imetaiodobenzylguanidine (MIBG), and hyperechogenicity in the substantia nigra [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] , that are similar to PD. These may be potential predictive markers for future development of PD. In the subjects with idiopathic RBD who were initially free of neurodegenerative disease, the severity of the REM atonia loss on the baseline PSG findings was associated with the development of PD [91] . Employing noninvasive imaging techniques such as transcranial sonography, single-photon emission computed tomography, and positron emission tomography may be helpful in identifying patients with iRBD potentially at future risk for PD [92] .
Lesions of the locus coeruleus perialpha in cats and of the sublaterodorsal nucleus in rats have been shown to cause REM sleep without atonia with complex movements [93, 94] . The equivalent of these nuclei in humans is the subcoeruleus nucleus in the pons, which is first affected during the early stages of PD. In addition, other brainstem nuclei such as the cholinergic nuclei, pedunculopontine nucleus, and laterodorsal tegmental nucleus also play a role in regulating REM sleep [95] . In the study using neuromelanin-sensitive imaging, reduced signal intensity is found in the locus coeruleus/subcoeruleus area in patients with PD relative to controls, and that difference is more marked in patients with PSG-confirmed RBD than in those without RBD. A reduced signal intensity in those areas is found to be correlated with the percentage of abnormally increased muscle tone during REM sleep. This study first shows the involvement of the coeruleus/subcoeruleus complex in PD patients and, more markedly, in those with concomitant RBD [96] .
The frequency of RBD is reported to be 15-60% of PD patients (Table 7 ) [79] . Co-occurrence of RBD in PD may represent distinct characteristics of PD: akinetic rigid phenotype, an increased frequency of falls, and a poor response to dopaminergic medications, orthostatic hypotension, and impaired color vision have been described compared with PD patients without RBD [97, 98] . A decreased uptake of cardiac MIBG is also reported in PD patients with RBD compared with those without RBD [99, 100] . In a prospective study with 42 patients with PD (27 patients with PSG-confirmed RBD and 15 patients without RBD) for 4 years, 48% with RBD developed dementia, compared with 0% of those without RBD, suggesting that RBD was associated with an increased risk of dementia in patients with PD [101] . Similarly, Nomura et al found coexistence of clinical RBD, but not subclinical RBD, was associated with the development of dementia in PD. In their study, RBD, but not subclinical RBD, was associated with orthostatic hypotension and levodopa equivalent dose equivalents in patients with PD [102] .
With respect to the clinical motor subtype, not all the studies support the akinetic rigid phenotype as the clinical phenotype associated with PD-RBD. A study of 457 PD patients with sleep disturbances did not find a characteristic clinical subtype for PD with RBD but did report a higher disease severity and longer disease duration in PD patients with RBD than in those without [103] . In early PD (disease duration ≤5 years and HY stage 1-2.5), the RBD comorbidity (confirmed by clinical history during the preceding 6 months and a cut-off score > 4 on the RBD screening questionnaire) was significantly higher (55%) in PD patients, but clinical subtype and disease severity did not differ between patients with and without RBD [104] . It has been reported that a tremor-dominant type may transition into a non-tremor dominant type over time and with increased age [105] . In our study including 93 patients with PD and controls using the Japanese version of the RBD screening questionnaire (RBDSQ-J) [106] , 29% of PD patients had probable RBD (5≥RBDSQ-J) compared with 8.6% of controls [107] . Patients with probable RBD had a higher score of PDQ-39 cognition and emotional wellbeing and more frequent sleep onset insomnia, distressing dreams, and hallucinations. However, there were no differences between these two groups with respect to the clinical subtype, disease severity, or motor function. In the study consisting of 57 newly diagnosed drug-naïve patients with PD, 17 PD patients (30%) were diagnosed with RBD by overnight PSG. Non-RBD patients and RBD patients did not differ with respect to age, gender, disease duration, motor symptom subtype and severity, and cognitive performance. PSG parameters such as total sleep time, REM sleep percentage, apnea-hypopnea index, and mean oxygen saturation also did not differ [108] . Differences in clinical background factors between PD patients with and without RBD await confirmation in longitudinal studies. Interestingly, restored motor control (movements, speech, and facial expressions) during REM sleep with enacted dreams has been reported in PD patients with RBD [109] .
Before starting treatment of RBD, it should be noted that RBD can be triggered or worsened by antidepressants [110] . Clonazepam (0.5 to 1.5 mg) at bedtime is the most effective treatment for RBD patients. Melatonin (3-12 mg) at bedtime has been shown to ameliorate RBD [111, 112] . Administration of Yi-Gan San, an herbal medication, at 2.5 g three times a day, alone or in conjunction with 0.25 mg clonazepam, may also be effective [113] . Some patients may respond to 1 evening or bedtime dose of 2.5g.
DISEASE PREVALENCE (%)
RBD RWA
Synucleinopathies
Parkinson's disease Multiple system atrophy 90
Dementia with Lewy bodies 86
Tauopathies
Progressive supranuclear palsy 10-11 0-33
Alzheimer's disease 7 29 Corticobasal degeneration Case reports
Frontotemporal dementia None
Pallidopontonigral degeneration 0 0
Guadeloupean parkinsonism 78
Genetic Diseases
Huntington's disease 12 Spinocerebellar ataxia type 3 56 Parkin mutation 60 RBD, REM sleep behavior disorder; RWA, REM sleep without atonia 
Restless leg syndrome
RLS is characterized by an urge to move the legs, uncomfortable leg sensations, and motor restlessness, typically occurring during the evening and night. The pathogenesis of RLS remains unclear; however, dysfunction of the dopaminergic A11 nucleus of the hypothalamus has been implicated [114] . The hypothalamic A11 nucleus has projections to the suprachiasmatic nuclei and dorsal raphe, and it provides descending projections to the preganglionic sympathetic neurons, dorsal horn region, interneurons, and somatic motor neurons [114] . Neurophysiological studies have revealed disinhibition of inhibitory cortical controls, decreased intracortical inhibition, and hyperexcitability of spinal pathways [115] [116] [117] . In view of a marked beneficial response to dopaminergic treatment observed in both PD and RLS, a shared dopaminergic dysfunction has been suggested in PD and RLS [118] . However, unlike RBD, there is no evidence suggesting RLS as a risk factor of PD, and the co-morbidity of RLS in PD patients varies widely from 0 to 50% [119] . In contrast to PD, which shows degeneration of the striatonigral dopaminergic neurons, confirmed by the reduced striatal uptake observed in neuroimaging studies, in idiopathic RLS, PET/SPECT studies have not produced consistent findings of striatonigral dopaminergic dysfunction [120, 121] . Postmortem studies of RLS patients have found an increased total and phosphorylated tyrosine hydroxylase in the putamen and substantia nigra [122] . Cerebrospinal fluid iron insufficiency has been demonstrated in idiopathic RLS independent of serum iron levels [123, 124] . The transcranial sonography findings of substantia nigra hypoechogenicity and brain imaging studies also suggest brain iron insufficiency in RLS patients [125, 126] . In contrast, the hyperechogenicity in the substantia nigra commonly observed in patients with PD may reflect increased levels of iron in the substantia nigra. No difference in the substantia nigra echogenicity has been reported between the PD with RLS and PD without RLS groups [127] . Thus, there are some similarities between PD and idiopathic RLS, including a marked response to dopamine agonist treatment, although the two disorders may have different pathogenic mechanisms [118, 128] .
In PD, there are several conditions that mimic RLS, including sensory symptoms, pain, and the wearing-off phenomenon [118] . Moreover, the clinical overlap between RLS, wearing-offrelated lower limb discomfort, and restlessness and akathisia has been suggested [129, 130] .
In the study evaluating RLS in PD, 20.8% of PD patients had RLS, and patients with PD with RLS had an older age at onset and were much less likely to report a family history of RLS compared with patients with isolated RLS [131] . Complicatedly, dopaminergic treatment may either mask or augment coexisting RLS symptoms in PD [129] , and there is an association between long-term dopaminergic treatment and RLS development in PD patients [132] .
In addition, in recent studies, an increased frequency of leg motor restlessness (LMR) without fulfilling the criteria for RLS has been described in patients with PD [128] . A total of 200 early, drug-naive patients with PD derived from a population-based incident cohort and 173 ageand gender-matched control subjects were examined, and 31 (15.5%) of PD patients and 16 (9.2%) of control subjects met RLS criteria (p=0.07). However, LMR (OR 2.84, 95% CI 1.43-5.61, p=0.001) but not RLS (OR 1.76, 95% CI 0.90-3.43, p=0.089) occurs with a near 3-fold higher risk in early PD compared with controls [128] . Shimohata and Nishizawa reported that among 158 patients with PD, 11% had RLS and 19% had LMR without fulfilling the criteria for RLS (total LMR, 30%). The frequencies of insomnia and EDS in patients with LMR were lower than those of patients with RLS but higher than in patients without LMR or RLS, highlighting the impact of LMR and RLS on sleep disturbance in PD [133] . Likewise, our study showed that LMR was more frequent in patients with PD than in controls (32.3% vs. 14.0%; scores of PDSS-2 subitem 4 (restlessness of arms or legs) or subitem 5 (urge to move arms or legs) ≥2), although RLS frequency was similar between the patients with PD and controls (5.5% vs. 2.2%) [34] .
For the treatment of RLS, iron replacement therapy should be considered when the serum levels of ferritin are lower than 50 µg / L. Using long-acting dopamine agonists at bedtime is effective.
Sleep apnea syndrome
Upper airway dysfunction associated with parkinsonism, such as bradykinesia and rigidity, and fluctuations in the respiratory muscles that occur with motor complications can contribute to obstructive sleep apnea in patients with PD [17] . A significant correlation between the apnea hypopnea index (AHI) and the severity of PD was reported [21] . Earlier studies suggested SAS is more frequent in patients with PD than in control subjects [17, 21] . However, in PD patients, lower levels of decline in the minimal or mean nocturnal oxygen saturation levels than in AHImatched controls were observed [17, 21] . In contrast, recent studies suggest that the comorbidity of SAS is not more frequent in PD patients than in the general population, and thus, it may not a relevant issue in PD [10, 11, 134] . Moreover, it has been argued that SAS may not play a major role in EDS in PD. De Cock et al. [11] reported that sleep apnea (defined as an AHI > 5) was less frequent in the PD group than in the in-hospital control group (27% vs. 40%); however, PD patients with sleep apnea had greater motor disability than patients without sleep apnea. EDS was not correlated with sleep apnea.
In our questionnaire-based study, snoring was more frequent in PD patients than in controls (14.0% vs. 1.1%), and snoring in PD patients was associated with disease severity, impaired motor function, and a decreased quality of life, but it was not associated with EDS [135] . Table  8 shows the previous PSG studies that evaluated sleep-related breathing disorders in PD.
When a patient has severe obstructive SAS, continuous positive airway pressure therapy should be considered. 
